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Artwork by OF Elena Caicoya (b99-00).
Elena was born in Vigo, Spain. In 1999,
she studied at Felsted for one year and
discovered her passion for art through
her teacher, David Smith. Her art has
been exhibited in Spain, London and
Portugal and is recommended by the
Amigos del Prado Museum Foundation.
In 2016, Elena returned to Felsted as
Artist in Residence. She starts a new
artistic role in Madrid with Gestilar,
a Spanish property developer in 2018.
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Contributors
Katyana Rocker-Cook (gn11-13)
Having completed her MA in Writing at the
University of Warwick, Katyana is taking a PGCE
in English at Oxford
University. In addition
to her passion for
teaching, she has
maintained an active
participation in the
performing arts and
recently co-directed
and performed in
“Night Shift”, a sketch
comedy show with
Warwick Comedy at
the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival. This year’s
Fringe also saw the
debut of her musical
comedy duo, which
performed to sell-out crowds throughout. She
hopes to spread her love of writing, reading and
performing to her future students and is excited to
start her teaching career.

Rob Short (fec94-08)
Rob is the senior marketing executive at
Chelmsford City Racecourse. He is married to
Annabel, and they have a daughter, called Violet.
They live near Dunmow, Essex.

FROM THE EDITOR

Putting the ARTS at the forefront
with first-ever guest editor
Joel Garner (b85-90), editor of The Old Felstedian
When I was persuaded, somewhat
reticently, to dedicate this issue to the
creative and performing arts, I felt a
little like the proverbial “fish out of
water”.
It’s not that I don’t like the arts. No, I
love the arts. They are inspiring,
create wonderful and stirring
emotions within, showcase
people’s tremendous talent and
are the best advert for humanity
and its force for good in an
uncertain world.
No, my concern was where do we
start and where do we end and did I
have enough knowledge of the
subject to edit an issue devoted to
it. Felsted isn’t an art school with a massive pool
of alumni that have carved out notoriety in this

Guest editor, Alecky Blythe (m89-91)
I was honoured to be asked to guest edit
The Old Felstedian magazine, having been at
the school for my sixth form.
As a playwright and screenwriter, who
from a very early age wanted to be an
actor, the arts have always played a
central role in my life, so I’m delighted
to see the alumni bringing them to the
forefront by dedicating this edition to their
cause.
The role teachers play in our lives is
enormous and it was certainly the
case for me. I had been inspired by
a drama teacher at my junior
school, St Nick’s in Old Harlow.

Caricatures by Felix Sanchez del Rio
Editor: Joel Garner
email: jamespetergarner@gmail.com
Contributing Editor: Selina Joslin
OF Office, Felsted School, Felsted, Essex CM6 3LL
Telephone: 01371 822645 email: ofs@felsted.org
Design: Roberta Rees Telephone: 01842 814083
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Visit the Old Felstedian website at felsted.org/ofs

I remember in one of the first classes a girl from
a couple of years above came in to rehearse a
Joyce Grenfell monologue and she needed some
young children to deliver her lines to. I sat there
cross-legged on the floor transfixed, as I was
transported into the world of make-believe for
the very first time.
The influence of Mrs Blythe’s lessons on me were
such that 20 years later, as a struggling actress, I
decided to adopt her name, thinking it had a
better ring to it than my given name of Bulgin –
it turns out it did!
It’s great to see the wide selection of arts
subjects available to Felstedians now, which
were more limited in my time. However, thanks
to the energy and drive of masters such as

arena, but the genre is so broad and diverse,
that I felt it needed narrowing to give
some focus and coherence.
So we settled on an issue dedicated to the
performing and creative arts, focusing on
drama, theatre, film and art.
Still, I felt I needed some expertise,
someone who really knew their
way around the subject.
Enter stage left, Alecky Blythe, née
Bulgin, who has a fabulously successful
career as a playwright.
It has been a pleasure to work with
her and her help and guidance as
our first-ever guest editor has been
invaluable and hugely appreciated.
I hope you enjoy this issue as
much as I have in editing it. Over to Alecky…

Martin Homer there were plenty
of school plays to get involved
with outside of lessons.
Personally, my starring role was
in the Follies house play Sweeney
Todd, in which I played Mrs Lovett
alongside Jonny Reader’s
devilishly good demon barber.
Also starring was the now West
End theatre impresario
Adam Speers, who I had the
pleasure of catching up
with recently to interview
about his current role as
executive producer at the
Ambassadors Theatre Group
(see pages 16/17).
I hope you enjoy reading the magazine as much
as I have in helping to oversee it. I have loved
learning about other OFs who have gone on to
carve out all sorts of wonderful careers in
the arts.
For a school whose achievements have always
been so plentiful on the sports field, it is easy to
assume that the arts are overlooked but I think
this edition goes a long way to proving that this
is not the case. They are clearly thriving and I’m
optimistic that they will continue to do so.
At a time when the world we know is changing
at such a pace, it’s more important than ever that
we go out of our way to engage with it and
reflect on it, which is the very essence of the
creative arts.
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“noted
– a round up of OFs in the news
&quoted”
Scientist Awarded Sjöberg Prize for
Groundbreaking Cancer Research
Tony Hunter (e56-61), professor of molecular
and cell biology at the Salk Institute Cancer
Center in California, has been awarded the
inaugural Sjöberg Prize for Cancer Research.
Prof Hunter was chosen for his
“groundbreaking studies of cellular processes
that have led to the development of new and
effective cancer drugs”. The $500,000 award
was announced by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, which is best known for
awarding the Nobel prizes in physics and
chemistry.
Inspirational Charity Founder Award
Sarah Brook (gn06-08),
chief executive and founder
of Sparkle Malawi, has
gained international
recognition for her
charitable work. She was
awarded the Humanitarian
of the Year Award as part
of International Women’s
Day and later in the year
took home the Middle East
CSR Leadership award for
her role as a corporate
social responsibility
consultant in the United
Arab Emirates.

Clarinetist studying at Royal
Military School of Music
Charlotte Webb (fmbn06-11) has
completed 14 weeks of basic
soldier training at Army Training
Camp Pirbright this summer and
is now at the Royal Military
School of Music studying the
clarinet. Charlotte explained:
“Having spent five years
working in London as a personal
assistant, I wanted a career
change. I had always been
passionate about music, but
never thought of a career as a
musician with the British Army.
I am hoping to join the Band of
the Coldstream Guards next year
and look forward to marching
down the Mall for Trooping the
Colour.”
Actress in BBC comedy drama
Andrea Smith Valls (bn06-11) has
landed a lead role in a new CBBC
comedy drama Waffle the Wonder
Dog, telling the story of the
Brooklyn-Bells family living with
the world’s worst puppy. The
show will be broadcast in 2018.

Sam McArdle awarded Scholarship at Oxford
Sam McArdle (fdc99-13) has been awarded a
scholarship to Oxford University’s St Edmund Hall
to sit a PhD in Quantum Computing. Sam gained a
first class honours for his four-year master’s
degree in Theoretical Physics at Durham
University and was awarded the university’s AJ
Chalmers Prize for Physics this summer. During
his time at Durham, Sam was also the recipient of
the Sir Arnold Wolfendale Prize for Physics three years in a row.
Hockey Star Nominated for NCAA Woman
of the Year Award
Anna Middendorf (gn11-13) was nominated
by the University of Connecticut for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association’s
Woman of the Year award. The award
honours graduating female student
athletes in the USA who have distinguished
themselves throughout their college
careers in the areas of academic
achievement, athletic excellence, service
and leadership. Anna graduated from the
University of Connecticut this summer
with a political science major.
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Political Correspondent publishes Brexit Book
Sky News Senior Political Correspondent Jason
Farrell (c84-89) and Paul Goldsmith have released
a new book: How To Lose A Referendum: The
Definitive Story of Why The UK Voted for Brexit. The
pair delivered an inspiring talk at Felsted School
on 18 November that discussed why Britain
voted to leave the European Union and how it
happened, combining the history of Britain’s
awkward relationship with the EU with exclusive
interviews from key members of both campaigns.

OF supporting Cypriot Peace Festival
Eliz Peck (fbn00-14) recently graduated
from the University of Cambridge with a
degree in history and is now working for
a non-government organisation in
Cyprus, which provides support to the
annual Cypriot Peace Festival, the Buffer
Fringe. The festival, now in its fourth
year, is a unique performing arts festival
taking place in and around the UN buffer
zone in Nicosia, Cyprus during
November.
Artist shortlisted
for Saatchi Gallery
Prize
Recent leaver
Matthew Gilham
(fhc10-17) was
shortlisted for the
prestigious Saatchi
Gallery Art Prize for
Schools 2017. Out of
24,000 entries,
Matthew’s large
canvas painting called
The Life Model was
selected as one of 20
pieces to be exhibited
at the Saatchi Gallery
in London during July.
He is now reading
architecture at the
University of
Liverpool.

Photo: Channel 4 /FizzTV

Simon Carter designs
Crystal Maze outfits
International menswear
designer Simon Carter
(fg72-80) has created the
costumes for the relaunch
of The Crystal Maze show,
which returned to Channel
4 this year and has
included a set of celebrity
specials for Stand Up to
Cancer. The series is hosted
by new Maze Master
Richard Ayoade. The
fashion and accessories
brand, founded by Simon
Carter, has also launched
its first franchise store in
Mumbai this year and
plans to open a total of 10
stores in India before the
end of 2017.

BAFTA Scholarship awarded
to Talented Musician
Gus Nicholson (fcd06-12) has been
awarded £10,250 towards his
MComp degree in composition for
screen at the Royal College of
Music from BAFTA’s UK
scholarship programme. Gus said:
“Being awarded a BAFTA
scholarship feels incredible. I now
know I will be able to focus all my
energy on my course without
worrying about funding and the
costs of living in London. It’s a
huge privilege to receive an
award from such a prestigious
organisation.”
Solo Cycling Chef
Andy Rantell (fa96-03) has
embarked on a challenging solo
food cycling adventure around
South-East Asia. He plans to cycle
20,000km from Thailand through
Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Malaysia,
Singapore and Indonesia. Andy is a trained chef
and has previously worked at the London
Olympics and as the touring chef for popstar
Pink. The journey is expected to take him two
years to complete and he will be documenting
his travels via his website andy-etc.com.
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OF SOCIETY NEWS

President Lott wants Society to
be relevant to Leavers by Joel Garner
The Old Felstedian Society has a new president with Brian Lott (a56-62) taking over the
mantle from Sir Marcus Setchell, who has served his three years at the helm.
Brian is a passionate OF, who is keen to make the
society more relevant and appealing to younger
leavers. “I believe we need to get more young
people involved… and be slightly more active in
encouraging participation and interaction with
the society.”

A society needs to have
a function and a purpose
and be connected to the
people it represents
One of Brian’s ideas to develop more regular
communication by-play is for OF groups to have
representatives tasked with teasing out news and
information about their cohort. The idea comes
from his role as a year group representative at
Christ’s College, Cambridge, where he studied
after Felsted.
“My role as year group representative at my
college is simply to keep in touch with my peers
and to extract news from them.” Brian does this
by sending a report via email to his year and
asking them to send him any news. The
information he gathers is sent on to his college’s
alumni office, which pulls together a yearly
pamphlet that is sent out to the year group,
updating everyone on all their news. “It’s a great
way of them keeping in touch with what
everyone is up to,” he says.
The OF Society has set up some working groups
to look into Brian’s ideas.
Brian was appointed OBE for “Services to
International Trade” in the 2002 New Year
honours list, following a long career in the
mining, mineral and environmental sectors. Its
genus can be traced back to his time at Felsted
and a field trip to Minsmere on the Suffolk coast
led by science master Captain John Lee.
Subsequently, Brian built a collection of rocks,
minerals and fossils that resulted in him writing a
thesis on the Coralline Crag, a site of marine
deposits around the Aldeburgh and Orford areas,
which is rich in fossils and rock deposits.
His thesis contributed to him winning a Trevelyan
Scholarship to Cambridge in 1962. He graduated
in 1965 with a first class honours in mechanical
sciences, joining the UK giant manufacturer
conglomerate Imperial Chemical Industries.
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As well as his studies at Cambridge, Brian
continued to develop his talent as a useful hockey
goalkeeper and won a couple of blues while
there, as well as representing England U23s.
Brian lives in Chelsea with his second wife,
Judith. Between them they have eight children
and nine grand-children.
Since retiring, one of Brian’s hobbies has been
researching the Lott family history.

His ancestors were yeoman farmers in Constable
Country, living at Valley Farm, Flatford for 200
years. A distant uncle’s abode was Willy Lott’s
Cottage famously portrayed by Constable in the
1821 landscape painting The Hay Wain.

OF DINNER RETURNS TO FELSTED
The Old Felstedian Society’s dinner will be hosted at Felsted School next summer on
Friday 1 June, 19 years after the last dinner was held at the school.
The dinner will take place in the Lord Riche Hall and OFs will be able to stay on-site in boarding
accommodation for the first time. The new Follyfield House will be opening its doors and a limited
number of rooms will be available to book. There will also be a special Felsted Robins CC Twenty20
match taking place on The Front earlier in the afternoon.

Friday 1 June 2018 – 6.45pm
Dress: Black Tie

Partners welcome to attend

To book your place please visit felsted.org/ofdinner18 or write to
Selina Joslin, Felsted School, Felsted, Essex CM6 3LL with your cheque
(made payable to ‘Felsted School’) and your name and contact details.

Ticket price: £50* per head (£40 for school leavers after January 2006)
Includes a drinks reception and three course dinner with wine
School accommodation price: £40* per head (inclusive of breakfast)
Available on Friday 1 June only. Single room
*Payment is collected by the school on
behalf of the OF Society

When did you last visit Felsted School?
We are delighted to welcome OFs back to Felsted. If you are planning a visit and would like a tour of the
school and your old house, please contact us in advance via ofs@felsted.org / 01371 822645 so that we
can be prepared for your arrival and arrange a dedicated guided tour. We look forward to your visit.

FELSTED NETWORK AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE NEWS
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
FELSTED NETWORK’S EVENTS IN 2017
Summer Party at Jesus College

Health and Biomedical
Sciences Network

Networking in Singapore

The launch of the Felsted
Health and Biomedical
Sciences Network took place
on 9 February at the Royal
Society of Medicine in
London. The evening was
hosted by Sir Marcus
Setchell former OF Society
President and retired
Surgeon-Gynaecologist to
HM The Queen, and Felsted
Headmaster Chris Townsend. The evening inspired Felsted students to learn more about
the diversity of the professions within the sector and gain a valuable insight into day-today working lives. Two students undertook work experience at Guy’s and St Thomas’
Hospital as a result of the evening.

OF Society Chairman
Michael Yeatts (e76-81)
met up with OFs Charles
Allan (g76-80) and Tim
Barkham (c77-82) on his
recent travels to Singapore
alongside his sons Angus,
Ed and Marcus Yeatts.
Michael explained:
“Charles and Tim have
both been in Singapore for
around 15 years but were
not aware of the other being here. It was
good fun. A great evening of beers
followed by a superb dinner.”

The Cambridgeshire Group held
its inaugural summer drinks
evening on 11 July at Jesus
College, University of
Cambridge. OF and Emeritus
Fellow of Jesus College Nicholas
Ray (g60-65) helped organise the
evening at this fantastic venue.
The network group also
arranges a winter lunch in the
Upper Hall at Jesus College
every November and a spring
lunch at the Cambridge
Regional College.

New York Visit
Head of
Development and
Alumni Relations
Richard Salmon
enjoyed meeting
OFs in New York on
27 April. Steve
Davies (h65-69), Alex
Glibbery (e90-93), Dr
Natalia Ortuzar
(n96-98) and Alastair
Macaulay (fh64-73)
had an enjoyable
evening, summed up by a comment from Natalia: “I really enjoyed
meeting the other OFs in the area and am looking forward to being a
more engaged OF.”

OFs Launch New Gaming App
Sixth form students were invited to insurance company Thomas
Miller on 12 September to get an insight into London
International Shipping Week and to see the launch of a new
app-based game, Risk Ahoy! The app, which highlights risks on
board a ship, has been developed by two OF friends George
Devereese (a97-02), a senior loss prevention executive for
Thomas Miller, and Charles Southey (a99-04), founder of digital
marketing agency Digital Results. George explained: “I hadn’t
seen Charles since our days at school together but as soon as
this project was assigned to me I knew he was the person to
make it happen. Without our shared connection of Felsted this
project would have been much harder to get off the ground.”

Bathurst Garden Swings into Action
The Bathurst Garden was officially opened on 6 May by former OF Society President Sir
Marcus Setchell together with former head boy Jamie Wellington (ec12-17) and head girl
Georgina Stevens (fgn10-17). Entertainment was provided by the school jazz band and its
performance in the new bandstand added a real ‘swing’ to the occasion. The garden is a
social hub for the Felsted School community and sits
behind School House, adjacent to Deacon’s and the new
Follyfield. The area has been created thanks to a generous
bequest from OF Tom Bathurst (d32-37) and his wife
Doreen, together with a donation from the Philipps Old
Felstedian Fund and gifts from OFs, staff and parents to
the school’s Annual Fund.
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OF NEWS

OF EVENTS CALENDAR 2018

OF Weddings and Births
Gabby Peel (b00-05)
married Victor Alway on 26
August at Bradfield College.
OFs in attendance were
Mark Burrett, James Bryant,
Gemma Devitt, Henry
Woollaston, Olivia
Thorogood and bridesmaid
Anna Brown.

Ben Johnson (c92-97)
married Melisa Findlay
of Calgary, Canada, on
20 July at The Queen's
House, Greenwich,
London. The couple live
in London.

FEBRUARY

JUNE cont’d
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20 OF Golf – Summer Meeting at
West Sussex GC, Pulborough.
Match Manager: Oliver Stocken

OF Lodge Meeting, Freemasons
Hall, Great Queen St, London

MARCH
3

Nick Phillips (fh92-01)
and Joanna Collins were
married by the Rev Nigel
Little on 28 May in Felsted
School Chapel. The service
was followed by a
reception in the Grignon
Hall. There were numerous
OFs in attendance but
notably best men James
Barry-Jackson and Tom
Peacock as well as ushers Tim Phillips, Tom Belcher and
Jeremy Gosling. Kieran Payne acted as ‘Master of
Ceremonies’.

Charlotte Ward (fb94-04) married Paul Chamberlain on
2 September in Bath, Somerset. Many OFs were in
attendance, including three of the bridesmaids; Charlotte
Nissen (née Belcher), Charlotte Blackwell and Rebecca
Brown. Other guests included Charlotte’s mother Amanda
Cherry, stepfather Richard Cherry and five siblings Alex
Ward, Edward Ward, George Cherry, Phoebe Cherry and
Albert Cherry.

OF Golf – Spring Meeting,
Aldeburgh Golf Club, Suffolk.
Match Manager: Tim Hedin

15 Felsted Finance & Insurance
Network, AXA Corporate
Solutions, London
6.45pm – 9.00pm

APRIL
4

OF Lodge Meeting, Freemasons
Hall, Great Queen St, London

5-8 OF Golf – The Halford Hewitt,
Royal Cinque Ports GC Deal and
Royal St Georges GC Sandwich.
Match Manager: Jamie Stammers

SEPTEMBER
9

Sparkle Sevens Tournament,
Felsted School

MAY

23 OF Football – Felsted OFC v
Bishop’s Stortford College,
Felsted School

19 Annual OF Lodge Meeting and
Lunch, Felsted School
20 Felsted v Bishop’s Stortford
College Polo Match, Silver Leys
Polo Club, Little Hadham, Ware
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30 OF Golf – The Matthews Cup
Scratch Foursomes
at Thorndon Park GC
Match Manager: Phil Graham

OCTOBER
5-7 OF Golf – Grafton Morrish Final
at Hunstanton GC and
Royal West Norfolk GC
Match Manager: Phil Graham
17 OF Lodge Meeting, Freemasons
Hall, Great Queen St, London

JUNE
Old Felstedian Dinner 2018,
Felsted School, 6.45pm

17 Cricketer Cup 1st Round,
Felsted Robins CC v Stowe
Templars, Stowe (Away)

NOVEMBER
15 Felstedian Society
Cambridgeshire Winter Lunch,
The Upper Hall, Jesus College,
University of Cambridge

Further event details and invitations will be sent out nearer to each event,
but in the meantime please save the dates in your diary. You can visit
felsted.org/ofevents for up-to-date information throughout the year.
OF Lodge Meetings: contact rhkeys@btinternet.com for information.

Anna Butler (fb96-04)
married James Watson
(c02-07) on 19 August
at St James Church in
Greenstead Green, Essex
followed by a reception
at Anna’s family farm.
There were over 30 OFs
in attendance to help
celebrate the day.
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12-14
OF Golf – Mellin, Burles and
Bunny Millard Trophies
at West Hill GC
Match Manager: Tim Chetwood

20 OF Golf – Autumn Meeting
at The Berkshire GC
Match Manager:
Dudley Simpson

13 OF Golf – Grafton Morrish
Qualifier at Gog Magog GC
Match Manager: Phil Graham

OF and assistant housemistress of Follyfield Loren Sherer
(fg96-06) married Christopher Willis on 22 July at Godwick
Great Barn in Norfolk. The couple’s wedding ceremony was
held inside the Great Barn with the reception in two giant
tipis on the lawn outside. Among the guests were Loren’s
common room colleagues Sarah Barrett, Katharyne MoirSmith, Wendy Hookway, Charles Allen, Charlie Knightley,
Lucy Barrett, Francis Barrett, Helen Fenning, Ed Fenning and
Chris Allen. Other OFs in attendance included Ryan Sherer,
Libby Knifton, Lucy Stuchfield, Sam Moir-Smith and Alice
Schneidau (Hair and Make-up).

10 Felstedian Society
Cambridgeshire Group
Summer Drinks Party,
The Fellows’ Garden,
Jesus College,
University of Cambridge

26 Felstedian Society
Cambridgeshire Spring Lunch,
The Park Brasserie, Cambridge
Regional College
10 OF Golf – Extra Spring Meeting
at Colne Valley GC
Match Manager: Dudley Simpson

Laura Feldman (fg97-07) married Paul Abbott (c01-06) on
29 July at Hedingham Castle, Essex. Around 50 OFs who left
Felsted between 2005-09 attended the day, alongside many
current and former members of Common Room. The
bridesmaids were Laura’s sisters Kate Feldman and Anna
Lawes (née Feldman). The ushers included OFs Tom Oxley,
Steve Abbott and Andrew Abbott.

JULY

Joel Garner
(b85-90) and Aimee
Garner celebrated
the birth of their
baby daughter Olive
Sally Garner on 28
February, 2017.

The ARTS and Felsted

HEADMASTER’S INTERVIEW

Felsted happy to develop
creative talent for the future
Chris Townsend is justifiably proud of Felsted’s reputation in the arts and
is keen that the school continues to develop its inclusivity across this sector.
Joel Garner writes
Felsted has developed an excellent reputation in
the arts, something that the school is hugely
proud of, not just because of the accolades it
brings but also the depth it brings to the
students’ learning experience.

been fortunate to have a succession of passionate
staff in the arts.

“We are by no means a specialist arts school,”
says Headmaster Chris Townsend. “Felsted
focuses on academia and sport too, but what we
do in arts, music and drama is at a very high
level and we believe we deserve our reputation.”
Commitment to the arts is a very evident
example of the value that independent schools
can add.

best teachers and musicians in the country, while
the Guildhall sends students and teachers to run
masterclasses and concerts at Felsted each term.

Good students become better
students with involvement
in the creative arts

The school obviously likes to have its stars, such
as pianist OF Oliver Lin, who won a place at the
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire. “Of course, we
want to have our headlines – those who are
beacons of success – as they inspire others and
attract more talent.”

“That’s not the only benefit students gain from
this creative education,” says Chris. “The arts
contribute so much to the development of pupils’
creativity. Being able to stop and look at the big
picture by taking a step back and having creative
vision is really beneficial in life.”
In today’s world, where robotisation and
artificial intelligence could result in a big shakeup in the workforce, Chris believes that
developing creativity will be an extremely
important selling point for students looking for
work in the future.
A robotic workforce will still require problemsolving and this means that creative thinking
will become increasingly important.

However, the benefits from participating in the
arts go beyond the star performers to the
children who just want to take part for pleasure.
“It can be a chance to relax away from the
pressure of academic studies and those who
don’t participate can also gain a lot by
supporting their fellow students’ endeavours,”
Chris says.
Good staff make a big contribution in inspiring
and encouraging students to take part. “Unlike
maths or English when a subject is seen as being
immediately useful, the creative subjects really
benefit from good role models, whether that be
former pupils or teachers as they act as real
inspiration,” he says, adding that Felsted has

Increasingly, education in the creative arts is
becoming the preserve of the independent sector.
The introduction of the English Baccalaureate
(Ebacc) by Michael Gove, the then Secretary of
State for Education, might have had good
intentions, but it has been heavily criticised for
forcing subjects such as drama and music out of
the classroom in the state sector in favour of
subjects considered to be more academic.
“The Ebacc has really crushed the creative subjects
within the curriculum in the state sector,” Chris
says. “The reality is that the independent sector is
being left with the opportunity of developing
talent in this area.”
This is a challenge that the
school is happy to accept, says
Chris. “There is no way we
would sacrifice these
subjects and the breadth of
our curriculum for league
table success.
“Not everyone will play
first violin or be fly half,
but they can take part and
can support and appreciate
their friends and peers and
I’m keen we continue to
develop inclusivity across
the school and the arts play
a big part in achieving that,”
he adds.

He also sees the arts as helping students switch
off from today’s hectic pace. “The opportunity to
be able to lose oneself in creating a piece of art is
a wonderful thing.”
Felsted is about creating a holistic and reflective
environment, which Chris believes is good for
pupil wellbeing. He adds there is real interest
from pupils in art, drama and music and there is
a lot of opportunity for students in these areas to
reach their potential through the school’s
partnerships and inspiring teaching.
One such partnership has been with the Junior
Guildhall, which has been going for just over
three years, meaning that Felsted’s top musicians
get to work at the Guildhall with some of the

benefits of participating
“in the
the arts go beyond the star
performers…”
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Boy from Bannister Green
makes it big in the US
Julian Simpson (fa82-90) may not be a household name but
he is a writer/director who is running smoking hot on the
other side of the Atlantic. Joel Garner finds out about his
rise to fame
From Deacon’s day boy, living at nearby
Bannister Green, to the star-lit hills of Hollywood
is quite a journey.
It’s not been instantaneous success for Julian
Simpson in fact there have been many tough,
dark days in between – and certainly before – he
became a regular writer/director on UK hit TV
shows, such as New Tricks, Dr Who, Spooks, Hustle
and The Inspector Lynley Mysteries in the early
noughties.
Now in his forties, Julian feels that he is doing
what he wants to do, which is write and direct
his own ideas. “I’ve always wanted to do my own
stuff. Up to a few years ago I was paying the
bills, and if you’re doing that in this industry
you’re successful, but in my mind I think I have
only felt a success since I’ve been pitching my
own ideas and getting them made.”
Currently, he has a deal with Paramount in the
US to make a TV series called Kaleidoscope, which
is a ’60s-style secret agent show set in the UK
and Europe.
According to reports a whole slate of other deals
are in the pipeline, such as a cyber crime thriller
The Hacker is Watching with Color Force and 20th
Century Fox, which focuses on a computer hacker
who uses webcams to spy on university students.
Another project in the offing is a TV version of
the successful 2008 feature film Jumper, which
has also been linked with the UK actor Jamie Bell
(Billy Elliot). The film was set around a teenager,
who has teleportation abilities.

“

we didn’t want to be part of
school plays, we wanted to do
our own thing…

”

“it seems my work is
completely the taste
of US TV”
“Sci-fi in particular doesn’t do so well in the UK.
For example, Dr Who is family entertainment, but
the BBC used to only classify it as that to avoid
the sci-fi label,” he says.
The transformation in TV with the likes of HBO,
Netflix and Amazon has completely transformed
the sector and for him this has paid dividends.
“The movie industry would not be interested in
making Raging Bull now, it would be a long
running TV show.”
So with his career going so well, you might think
it was always this straightforward, but it wasn’t.
In fact it is a lesson in guts, perseverance,
resilience and self belief, as well as talent. It
began the day after his final speech day at
Felsted in 1990, when Julian packed his bags and
headed for London with no job to go to, just
hope and desire.
While his peers were off to university, Julian
wrangled a student loan for a film studies course

at a London college. He dropped out after a few
months, kept the loan and used the money to
make his first film called Any Dream Will Do in
1994.
“It was the equivalent to going to film school,”
Julian says. It was a brave move and although it
didn’t lead to instant success, the experience of
making a short film was invaluable.
Five years later he wrote and directed a feature
film called Criminal, which debuted in 1999. It
starred Steven Mackintosh, Bernard Hill and
Eddie Izzard and The Guardian described it as “a
formidably promising feature debut”.
“I remember I spent my 27th birthday on set. I
got the film made, I didn’t get paid a lot for it,
but it seemed like all the money in the world to
me and I thought I’d made it at last.”
In 2005, he directed an episode of The Inspector
Lynley Mysteries, then he wrote an episode and
then shortly after that he moved on to BBC hit
spy series Spooks.
He wrote and directed a mini series called
Superstorm that aired on the BBC and the
Discovery Channel in the US and Canada in 2007.
More directing work followed on other BBC hit
shows Hustle, Hotel Babylon and Dr Who before

a formidably promising
“feature
debut…”

The Guardian on Julian’s
1999 feature film Criminal
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“We learnt what art is
and what you can get
away with…
becoming lead writer as well as directing
episodes of the hit crime drama New Tricks.
“Once I got on a show writing scripts, I’d
normally be able to parlay into directing a few
episodes. When New Tricks came along, I was
writing and directing some episodes and then
someone said why don’t you direct your own
scripts?

learnt from Felsted was how to deal with knock
backs and being told no. He explains: “We didn’t
want to be part of the school plays, we wanted to
do our own thing and there was a lot of
resistance to that.”

audience was John Hurt sitting in the middle of
the front row.

The arts were well funded at school and they
were well organised, but there was a resistance
to doing your own thing from the Headmaster’s
office, he adds. “There was just enough
resistance so that when I met this again in my
mid-20s again, I thought I’ve seen this before.

Hopefully, this experience will bear fruit in the
future, as more awards are sure to follow. Julian
is a productive writer, generally compiling about
five pages of screen play in a day. “In the US,
they think I’m really prolific.”

“We had a weird kinda mix of having the
facilities, ability and time to do it, but it wasn’t
handed to us on a plate, so it didn’t become an
unrealistic expectation in later life.

“That was what I was aiming at, being able to
make my own stuff, rather than having to fit into
other people’s boxes. I tend to mostly write and
direct these days.

“I know a lot of people that have dropped out of
this business, because they didn’t take criticism
or couldn’t face resistance. Felsted was really
good at hardening you to criticism.”

“I haven’t directed someone else’s stuff for a
while, but when I was doing it, you hope it is
well written, it doesn’t matter that it’s written
differently. The only problem is when the actors
are struggling and that’s often because the
writer wasn’t reading it out loud when he was
writing it. The actors can’t remember the lines,
or they don’t fit properly.

Last year he won the prestigious Tinniswood
Award for Best Radio Drama Script for a play
called Fugue State as well as making his break in
TV and film in the US.

“That’s one reason I like directing my own
scripts, because then if there is a problem, you
know what was meant. I like to have the control
and when a line doesn’t work, I can change it
without anyone having their nose put out of
joint.”

He says the award was really unexpected and he
was totally unprepared for making an acceptance
speech. “I now know why people write things
down on bits of paper. Suddenly I was on the
stage at this big ceremony accepting an award
and the only person I could see in the whole

“Everything else was a blur. I couldn’t remember
anyone who worked on the play, or the people I
was meant to thank, so I stumbled through.”

He says he never starts work before 11am and he
has a “to do list” to work through and at some
point in the day his writing will flow. “My flow
state does come and go and I need a load of
distractions, such as music playing etc, to get
there.
“I can concentrate for about 25 minutes an hour,
which is why A levels were such a disaster for
me. To have to sit down and concentrate for
three hours in a row – there was no way that
was happening.”
Working across the different mediums of film,
radio and TV isn’t quite as tricky as you might
think, he says. “Everything is normally at
different stages so it’s quite rare that I’m writing
more than one script at the same time. Right
now, I’m writing a script for a radio play, but I’m
also doing a bunch of notes and outlines on a
couple of movies I’m doing for the Americans,
… continued overleaf

Much of Julian’s work is in the crime and sciencefiction genres and he is thankful for his GCSEs in
the sciences. “I can pick up a copy of New Scientist
and understand what it’s saying and in fact a lot
of my writing these days is in the science and
neuroscience area.”
He remembers that he didn’t have a huge
amount of direction at Felsted. “I was into
creative writing. I was rubbish at art but liked it.
Was nothing on the sports field, in fact you
couldn’t get me on the sports field, and I was
kinda into science.”
David Smith taught him history of art A level and
was a huge inspiration. “We learnt what art is
and what you can get away with and not to
listen to anyone’s rules.”
Frankie Craven was another influential teacher.
“He got me into Shakespeare, which didn’t last,
but we learnt to properly read stuff and he was
also slightly irreverent, really laid back and
constantly amused by everything.”
The teachers and the subjects may have helped
Julian along the way, but the biggest lessons he
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OF NEWS

V&A MUSEUM ARCHITECT IS A RISING STAR

… continued

Architect Matt Wilkinson (a95-00) has been shortlisted for the
journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects’ Rising Star
award for 2017 following his exceptional work at the Victoria and
Albert Museum this year.

In America, it’s how good
you are in the room…
and then documentation for some TV shows, so
the only actual script I’m writing is for a radio
play.”
His inspiration comes from a “soup of ideas” that
are generated by reading about the tech
industry, space and science, listening to
podcasts, often lots of disparate ideas that meld
together.
The structure of the industry is such that you
don’t get the opportunity to let ideas “gestate
and ferment nicely”, he says. “A deadline is
actually useful as it forces you to solve some of
the things you’ve created.”
So how did he suddenly become such a hot talent
in the States. “I had a show fall through on the
BBC and I sat down with a bottle of wine and
wrote a TV show that had no chance of getting
made in London.”

Matt, who is an associate for Amanda Levete Architects, has spent the last six
years working almost exclusively on the new entrance, courtyard and purposebuilt gallery at the V&A called the Exhibition Road Quarter.
Photograph © AL_A

The space provides the museum
with a new entrance, courtyard and
purpose-built underground gallery
for temporary exhibitions and is
designed to showcase the best of
contemporary design, as well as
reflecting the beauty of the existing
building. It also includes the world’s
first porcelain-tiled courtyard.
“We took a risk in proposing a
radical alteration to the Grade I
listed screen between the site and
Exhibition Road,” said Matt. “We
proposed to open it up so that
people could drift in from the
street.”

His agent sent it out to his contacts in the US and
overnight they read it and came back to him and
said they wanted to represent him and then a
deal with Paramount followed.

He admits that it was “a daring
move” given the presumption that
Grade I listed buildings are
sacrosanct.

He says he is also quite good at the pitching
process, which you have to go through in the US.
It is different in England, where you tend to
write down your idea on a couple of pages and
send it out and you might not hear anything for
a while. “In America, it’s how good you are in the
room, which is why you get so many bad scripts,
because as a writer you are being judged on
something that you’re not very good at.

Matt met the Duchess of
Cambridge, when she opened the
new £56.4m entrance in June this
year, and explained it was a surreal
moment.
“I had spent three years working on design and three years onsite and to see the building completed and
unwrapped was great, but it really hadn’t sunk in and I was still worrying about the final details.
“The Duchess was super polite and very engaged with the building, particularly the way we had managed to
bring light into the subterranean spaces.”

“I’ve got to go to Hollywood in a couple of weeks
to pitch a TV show. They will have booked a
number of pitches from writers. You go into a
room with a load of TV execs and literally talk for
25 minutes about the project and then hopefully
they ask questions.
“It’s a very old school Willy Loman process,
which I think comes from the American tradition
of the travelling salesman. I quite like pitching,
but I’ve heard of writers that hate it and are no
good at it at all.”
It certainly seems that Julian doesn’t need to
worry about the pitching process with his run of
success in Hollywood and the US showing no
signs of abating.
Good luck to him and long may he enjoy the
fruits of his success. He’s definitely never given
up in the face of adversity and his courage and
obvious talent makes you feel he deserves all the
rewards he gets in the future. Not bad for the
boy from Bannister Green.
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MISSION

Art at the heart of Felsted Mission

by Selina Joslin

The Felsted Mission in East London has been supporting a dedicated art recovery programme for
the past 10 years to help engage and support the local community.

Rev Chesney explains that “all of the murals on display
have been re-homed adding to the success of the
project and enjoyment the group gained from the
experience”. The two ‘vision’ boards were purchased
by Peter Mackeonis of the Shoreditch Art Wall
Company, another is the property of Action for Children
and the fourth mural board entitled ‘Access for All’ will
be used by the group in their next mural commission.

The Garden Café

The Garden Café, which is run by Rev Dave Chesney and
the Ascension Church, hosts a number of projects
including after school craft clubs for children and
specialised art workshops for adults.
Artist Sarah Hughes has been running the Art Recovery
Group (ARG) at the Garden Café in collaboration with the
Ascension Church for the past six years. The group
provides a supportive environment for vulnerable adults,
especially those experiencing mental health issues.
Sarah runs a weekly session as part of a wider
programme run in association with the North East
London Healthcare Trust, overseen by director OF Rev Dr
Nigel Copsey (b65-70). The work produced by the group
is often displayed in the Garden Café and larger
installations are showcased in galleries as part of
collaborative projects with local artists.
This year the ARG was asked to help create a unique
mural to be displayed on Shoreditch High Street for the
World Para Athletics Championships in London. Sarah
helped to prepare the group for the “most important
project it had ever done” by taking the artists on a street
tour around Shoreditch to investigate the imagery that
“would be topical and eye catching, but also compatible
with the visual language of street art”.
International disabled artist Michelle Baharier was also
involved and suggested the group produce some
portraits of the para athletes, notably Dame Tanni
Grey-Thompson and Jonnie Peacock.

The next step involved the production of the
installations and the Ascension Church provided the
facilities to run a two-day workshop during June for
the majority of the work to take place.

The ARG continues to meet at the Garden Café every
week. It offers a warm and welcoming community
aiming to strengthen relationships, support and build
hope for individuals in the Custom House area.

Sarah says that Rev Chesney and his team “were
incredible in facilitating the project” and
funding from the church also helped
Those involved with the project included Lynda Evans, Lorraine Peacock,
cover the costs of two ‘vision’ boards.
Sarah Hughes (pictured left), David Elton, Dawn Barber, Dwain Bryan,
Other funding was provided by Action
Sandra Pink, Julie Cordell and
for Children and East London Graphics of
Michelle Baharier.
Forest Gate.
Participants from the ARG helped at
every stage, including erecting and
dismantling the mural boards on
Shoreditch High Street. The installation
was a huge success and it remains the
largest project the group has ever been
involved with.

If you would like to know more about the Felsted School Mission…
please visit felstedschoolmission.org. There are currently spaces for a Secretary and several new
members on the Felsted School Mission Council, which supports the work of the Mission. If this is
of interest to you, please contact OF Bill Lake on bill.lake@ditton.co.uk for further details.
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Lighting up the world
to express thoughts
and feelings
Bruce Munro (fh68-77) is an incredible
artist who uses the medium of light to
create some of the most amazing art
installations ever. Joel Garner talks to
Felsted’s most revered artist about his
work and its inspiration

Do you think you have particular talents
and skills that you have found an outlet
for in your art?
Jeff Beavour, a wise and inspirational
bricklayer from Sydney, taught me that if
you are passionate about what you do
and you stick at it, you will get there.

Bruce, your art is concerned with the medium of
light. How would you best describe it and what
do you try and achieve through your
installations?
I can understand why my work is associated with
light but in truth it is about the relationship that
light has with materials and spaces. I create
installations/artworks with materials and light in
order to express thoughts and feelings.
How did you get into what you do? Where was
your first light installation and what inspired it?
I was a fairly scatty youngster and light helped
me develop focus and discipline. Initially I had no
desire to express personal ideas because I felt I
had little life experience. My desire to use light as
an artistic medium started in earnest in my early
forties.

rather self-indulgent activity. I really could not
think of any worthy subject matter. But in my
early forties, soon after my father died, I
realised that throughout my life I had
experienced (and noted in my sketch books)
moments of clarity and connection. At last I had
my subject matter, I simply decided to express
these jottings.

Where do you find the subject matter, what
stimulates you? I’ve heard you describing
inspirational “moments”. Can you explain more
about this?
I have kept sketch books since I was 16 – a
suggestion made to me by James Ward, a young
art master at Felsted. James encouraged us to put
everything in these books. We treated them as
visual diaries.
After completing my Fine Art degree at Bristol
University I felt, for a long time, that art was a

Since your first in 2004, you have created
more than a dozen large-scale installations
across the world, from Scotland to the United
States to Australia. Are you pleased with your
success and how your reputation has grown?
Has it come about organically or have you had
to do a lot of promotion of your style of art?
I am grateful and lucky to have had this journey
and feel privileged to work as I do now. My
career and art have developed and grown
organically but I also know I have been
fortunate to receive patronage and support
from many wonderful people and
organisations.
In 2016 you created an amazing installation at
Uluru in Australia involving 50,000 points of
light called the Field of Light. How did this
come about and what gave you the idea?
Hasn’t this piece of work been in your mind for
years? Is this installation the one you are
most proud of?
Uluru was inspired by a trip I made to the area
with my wife Serena in 1992. The landscape got
into my head, heart and soul. I was deeply
inspired by the red desert. It took 12 years to
create the first iteration which was installed at
my home in Wiltshire – my friends thought I
had lost the plot!
But to be invited to create the installation in
the landscape that inspired it was hugely
exciting and a great honour.
Felsted taught me the value of working in a
team, mostly through sport. There was nothing
more spiritually uplifting than walking off a
rugby pitch after a house match knowing you’d
given your all. One’s ability was not really
relevant, it was about passion. My housemaster
John Cockett called it “house spirit”, he had
great values.
I am an advocate for the sum of the whole
being more important than the individual parts.
Making these installations involves many
people, so the success is always shared.
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Your installations are in place for a period of
time and then they disappear? This really
separates them from most other art that can be
recorded or has a more permanent nature? How
do you feel about the transient nature of what
you create?
I do create permanent works, but temporary
installations allow momentary experience after
which landscapes and spaces rest and this in turn
allows others to express their ideas. Permanence
is an illusion, for me life is defined by motion in
time and space. I try to pass on the best of myself
and ditch the rest.
I have read that those who see your installations
are often overcome by emotion? What reaction
are you trying to elicit from the viewer? And is it
right that you need to see your installations in
person as photos, on Instagram or whatever, just
don’t do the work justice?
I am thrilled that on occasion people feel
connected to the work – it means I am doing
something right. I am always keen to encourage
people to engage with the physical world, we sit
in front of our computers far too much.
You were at Felsted during the ’60s. What do you
remember about the school and did it or any of
the teachers have any influence over what you
have ended up doing?
I am not that old! I was at Felsted mostly in the
’70s!! Most memorably Trevor Goodman who was
an inspiring art teacher. John Cockett, my
housemaster, miraculously helped me get a Maths
O level, Henry Maitland inspired a love of the
landscape through Geography, Freddy Macrae, my
stepfather, made History come to life, Roger
Lawrence and Alan Ronaldson were great role
models for being passionate about your subject.
I did a lot of staring out of windows daydreaming.
This has proved to be quite useful for my career
as I have learned to watch and record my
subliminal thoughts.
I note you said that “seeing the swallows
migrating back to Africa gave you a feeling of
sadness because it signified that you were going
back to school”. Were your school years not
particularly happy times?
My school days were mostly very happy,
but at the end of a long summer
holiday it was always a bit of a
downer going back to school. The
first night at prep was often a bit
miserable but we were consoled
by knowing we were all in it
together.

How would you inspire the next generation of
artists like yourself and what would you say to
them to help them on their way?
Believe in yourself and don’t give up.

Considering and cherishing the wellbeing of
others is the only way this world will survive,
irrespective of one’s goals and beliefs.
Garde Ta Foy (in humanity).

What’s next and what can top the
installation at Uluru?

Field of Light, Uluru, Bruce Munro 2016
Every project is a challenge and
Photos by: Mark Pickthall
something to look forward to.
One goal that I would like to
realise before I die is to
At school
create a building called
I did a lot of staring out
Mettabhavana, for the
practise of the Buddhist
of windows daydreaming…
compassionate
meditation.
this has proved to be quite

“

useful for my career…
one’s ability was not really
relevant – it was all about
passion…

”

Felsted gave me the confidence
to go out into the world and
do what I do and I am grateful
to my parents and the school
for this gift.
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A Life in the Theatre
Does Felsted prepare you for a career in
theatre land? OF magazine guest editor
Alecky Blythe discusses this and other
questions with two OF thespians, Sam
Walters (fe48-58) and Adam Speers
(g88-93), who have extremely successful
careers in UK theatre
Three years ago Sam Walters MBE retired as
artistic director of The Orange Tree theatre. At the
time he was the longest serving artistic director
in the business with 43 years at the head of the
theatre he co-founded in a room above a pub in
Richmond, south-west London.
Adam Speers is executive producer at the
international theatre business Ambassador
Theatre Group (ATG), a job he has held since 2011.
ATG has 46 theatres in the US, UK and Australia
and is one of the world’s most prolific producers
of plays.
Their careers were propelled by a love of acting
and directing, a taste for which they discovered
whilst at Felsted, which provided an
environment to explore their passion
outside of lessons and games.

Above:
Adam Speers, Sam Walters
and OF magazine guest
editor Alecky Blythe
Right:
Sam with the Felsted team
at Worcester College, for
the Public Schools Hockey
Festival, April 1957

In Sam’s day there were two school
productions a year, and no such thing
as house plays. In Adam’s time there
were both school and house plays.

In neither case were
drama and acting part
of the curriculum
Without realising it at the time, but by
having to fit producing plays and
acting into spare time at Felsted, they were both
getting good training for a life in theatre, says
guest editor Alecky.
“It does inevitably bleed into all areas of your life,
and unsurprisingly both Sam and Adam are
married to actresses,” she adds.
Sam’s first love certainly was acting and he
remembers appearing in The Tempest and She
Stoops to Conquer at Felsted.
“Alan Ronaldson put on the plays, he was a
history teacher and his wife was an actress and
had been to the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art.
He did them well and seriously and was very
encouraging to me.”
Adam remembers the excitement, intrigue and
social interaction that the theatre and acting
offered him as a youngster. He recalls playing a
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small role in A Streetcar
Named Desire. “I was one of
the poker players and my
only line was ‘one-eyed
Jack’s wild’.”
The stars of the play were allowed to smoke. “I
remember stealing the cigarettes they hadn’t
finished and smoking them underneath the stage.
Sure that couldn’t happen now,” says Adam.
Another by-product of being theatrical was
socialising with the girls at school, because you
wouldn’t dare to speak to them outside of working
in the theatre, adds Adam.
Felsted only had girls in the sixth form at the time
and the social hierarchy was such that girls were
unapproachable for the younger students.
“Certainly it was not encouraged. But I do
remember talking to Alecky because of the house
play we were in.” Follyfield had produced a
version of Sweeney Todd.
Sam remembers how he, as a talented sportsman,
had to balance the demands of playing games with

acting and plays. He recalls a turning point in the
school’s culture when Trevor Goodman and Harry
Guest joined the Common Room.
“Guest and Goodman wanted to battle against the
games-playing ethos of the school and said there
were more things to life. The school was extremely
games-orientated when I was there.”
On one occasion he was put under pressure to play
in a hockey match, which had been rescheduled
due to bad weather, which resulted in it clashing
with a theatre outing to see Hamlet. He decided to
see the play, a decision that didn’t please John
Cockett (especially as Sam was First XI captain) but
Ronaldson, Guest and Goodman felt a small
victory.
Beyond the confines of Felsted, both chose a
university that would continue their acting
careers. “One of the reasons I went to Edinburgh
was that they had a student-run theatre and were
turning out at least a play or two a week during
term time. I just got sucked in to doing theatre and
ended up directing,” says Adam.

INTERVIEW
FEATURE

He spent six years in Edinburgh, and although he
didn’t finish his degree course, he was finding his
feet in the world of theatre at the home of the
Fringe Festival before realising that for more
sustained work he had to move to London.
He directed Anthony Schaffer’s Murderer with Les
Dennis and Caroline Langrishe in 2004 at The
Menier Chocolate Factory, which received good
reviews. But soon a career in directing morphed
into producing.
His first big production was a show called Into the
Hoods – a hip hop show based on Sondheim’s Into
The Woods. “I got involved from a directorial point
of view and what quickly became clear was that
we needed producers. Me and two others took on
the producing element and that was the first West
End show I produced.
“It’s not that I miss directing, I still get a lot of
creative input as a producer and I’m still involved
in the creative process.
“I think, without blowing my own trumpet, that
one of the things I bring to producing is that I
have done nearly every job in theatre – apart from
designing the costumes,” he adds.
Sam went to Oxford and in his final year played
the title role in Ibsen’s Peer Gynt. “I was one of the
four or five leading actors in my year, but I also
knew I didn’t know what the **** I was doing, so I
wanted to go to drama school.” He auditioned for
both LAMDA and Central, and got a free place at
both of them, before opting for LAMDA.
It was in the early 1970s when Sam set up The
Orange Tree, a small theatre above The Orange
Tree pub in Richmond. He discovered it on the
second night of a pub crawl looking for a suitable
small theatre venue with a group of friends.

Their first play was at lunchtime and with a queue
going down the stairs, Sam persuaded the actors
to do another performance straight after.

actress Edith Evans, who would regale mothers
with this advice when asked how they could get
their daughters into theatre.

“The bar takings got bigger, so within a few weeks
the brewery said let’s get rid of the other groups
and you can have exclusive use of the room. From
there we went from strength to strength.”

“What you do is put every obstacle you can in
their way and if they overcome those obstacles,
they may stand some small chance of success.”

For the following 43 years Sam has been at the
helm of The Orange Tree, fulfilling many roles,
which has earned him huge respect within the
industry, says Adam.
“He has performed three roles all at the same
time – owner, artistic director and director of
some of the plays. His name is legendary in the
business, because of what he built and taking on
all those roles.”
Sam describes Adam as an extremely powerful and
influential figure in UK theatre. Part of his role is
to choose new shows for ATG in London, which is
the biggest theatre owner in the world.
Currently he has Oslo, which he brought over from
United States to The Harold Pinter Theatre, via The
National. “I saw the second preview in New York
and decided we would love it, so I pitched in and
said we want to be the London partner for this.”
He also wanted to run a version of the famous
Glengarry Glen Ross this year at The Playhouse.
And he is excited about Big Fish, which is a new
musical. “I fell in love with the score and the script
and we’ve spent two years developing it and we
are now at the end of that process.”
It is a precarious career and both Adam and Sam
had to deal with parents who were unimpressed
by their chosen paths. Sam highlights how hard it
can be to succeed in theatre and recites stage

Below: Adam Speers with fellow members of Follyfield House, 1993

Sam is the embodiment of this, overcoming
infinite challenges, says Alecky. “I mean to turn a
room above a pub into a leading London Fringe
theatre is incredibly difficult.”

Younger audiences need to
value the shared experience
They all fear for the future of theatre in a social
media and screen-based world where social
interaction and shared experiences seem to hold
less value.
“Theatre’s USP is that it offers a shared
experience, one that younger audiences need to
learn the value of, as shared experiences are in
danger of fading from our culture,” says Alecky.
Sam concurs: “The arts are important and theatre
is a communal activity, and that’s not for nothing.
I have written a lecture called Is Theatre History? Is
it yesterday’s art form, now that everything is on
the phone? Theatre does have a function, but it
mustn’t try and compete, it must be what it is.”
Adams agrees, but says the media focuses too
much on the price of theatre. “I don’t think it’s
about price per se, it’s about value and we have to
teach the young to value the shared experience,
which they don’t know that they are missing, as
culturally we don’t value it.”
Despite that, Adam says it’s an exciting time in
the West End, with a number of new plays in
production, as opposed to it just being the home
of more traditional musicals.
One thing is clear, that these OF thespians have
shown that it is possible to make a career from
your passion. Don’t expect it to be plain sailing,
but hugely rewarding.

art form,
“nowIs itthatyesterday’s
everything’s on
the phone? Theatre does
have a function, but it
mustn’t try and compete,
it must be what it is…

”
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OF performers reap rich rewards
from acting in Fringe Festival
Student and comedy writer Katyana Rocker-Cook (gn11-13) gives a personal
insight into Felsted’s relationship with the 70 year-old festival
If ever you’re in the mood for vibrant, high quality
productions of all kinds, the first place I’d suggest
you look is the Edinburgh Fringe.
Particularly as there’s a rather special relationship
between the Fringe and Felsted, as OFs continue to
produce top-rated performances, which show no
sign of slowing down.
In the last three years, OFs appearing in
productions have included Gus Nicholson
(fcd06-12) with All The King’s Men (an a cappella
group from King’s College London) and Lydia
Carrington (fbn06-14) starring in Little Shop of
Horrors with the Edinburgh University Savoy
Opera Group.
Both received five-star reviews for their
productions and performed to sell-out audiences.
It’s clear that Felsted breeds a love of the
performing arts and gives students the passion
and confidence to return to the Fringe year-onyear.
But what is it about Felsted at the Fringe that has
led to such a wonderful relationship? Much of it
can be attributed to former Head of Drama Dr
Charles Lee (93-16), whose classroom became a
treasure-trove of production memorabilia.
It was almost impossible to leave that room
without hearing a new anecdote about the weird
and wonderful shows Charles had seen at the
Fringe and what an amazing experience it was to
be there.
Charles certainly knew how to get the best out of
his time in Edinburgh as he acquired tickets for
anything and everything on offer.
A summary of Yo! Sushi the musical (!) was enough
to get me hooked on the Fringe and it soon
became clear that no two years at the festival were
the same. The way in which Charles embraced and
celebrated the variety of the
Edinburgh Fringe encouraged his
students to develop a love for all
aspects of performing arts and has
seen many of them branching out
beyond musical theatre.
I remember being encouraged to
explore comedic writing and
performance during A Level Theatre
Studies lessons, which I believe led
to my involvement with the
Warwick Comedy Society, and
appearances in three comedy shows
at the Fringe.
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Comedy is arguably the most
fundamental aspect of the
Edinburgh Fringe
Charles also fostered an unrivaled comedy scene at
Felsted, as he regularly booked performances from
the likes of Adam Hills, Russell Kane, Lee Evans
and musical comedy group Dead Cat Bounce.
Students were given the opportunity to experience
some of the UK’s finest professional comedy, and
were able to access areas of performance art they
might not previously have considered. Comedy is
arguably the most fundamental aspect of the
Edinburgh Fringe and it was my early experiences
of it at Felsted that drove me to pursue my own
productions.
Felsted’s music department has also had a huge
role to play in the relationship that now exists
between the school and the Fringe. The
collaboration between music and drama to
produce the winter musicals has always been
exceptional with all students being given the
opportunity to perform in a variety of capacities.
Scholars’ concerts are also highly influential
on the students as they afford an
opportunity to showcase talent and

Katyana at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival

continued development. Felsted’s many
performances allow students to build their
confidence in a welcoming and supportive
environment, leading them to become accomplished
performers ready to strike out on their own at
university and the Fringe.
The annual Part Song and House Shout competitions
also foster confidence in performance, particularly
with the growing focus on a cappella performance.
A cappella has exploded into popular culture over
the last six years and this can be clearly seen
through the performances of various houses at
Felsted’s Part Song.
The musical talent and capability required for a
cappella is no mean feat, as students work to
compose effective ‘mash-ups’ of popular songs to
create a full sound using only their voices. Many
houses also take the opportunity to have fun with
the genre, using props and comedic timing to
produce highly entertaining
performances that wouldn’t be
out of place at the Fringe.
The Edinburgh Fringe has for a
long time been at the heart of the
performing arts sector with its
variety and scale growing every
year. The passion that Felsted has
for productions of all kinds aligns
perfectly with the values of the
Fringe and is what has led to the
highly successful relationship
between the school and festival.

“

Felsted’s music
department has also had a
huge role to play in the
relationship that now exists
between the school and the
Fringe…

”

Adam Hills at Felsted with Dr Charles Lee and drama students

Felsted School House Shout

FEATURE

FULL HOUSES AND ENDLESS FLYERS,
MY EXPERIENCES OF THE FRINGE
By Katyana Rocker-Cook

Fringe was created to
“be…the
a celebration of all performers…”

If I could ask readers to take one thing away
from my experiences of the Edinburgh Fringe, it’s
this: Please take the flyers.

various comedy improv games in his flat. It was a
surreal experience that I will be telling generations of
Rocker-Cooks to come and will certainly never forget.

Typically, each performer has around 150 to hand
out each day and if you don’t take them, we’ll just
end up making a dress out of them. Although that
did turn out to be quite an effective marketing
technique!

The show ended its run with four-star reviews and
left me eager to come back for more. After a year
away, I returned to Edinburgh with “Night Shift”, as
co-director and performer.

I’ve been fortunate enough to have performed at
the Fringe twice, in 2015 with “Sketch Education”
and more recently in 2017 with “Night Shift”, a
show I was particularly proud of as I was
co-director.
I started performing with Warwick Comedy in my
second year at the University of Warwick and had
always been keen to feature in their Edinburgh
productions. I had grown up hearing stories about
how unpredictable, vibrant and life-changing the
experience could be and I was desperate to be a
part of it. So far, everything I’d heard has been
correct.
Since it’s a society made up of students, Warwick
Comedy participates in the PBH Free Fringe – an
organisation founded by Peter Buckley Hill
allowing performers to hire venues and perform at
no cost to themselves.

It was a completely different style of show to 2015
with a greater emphasis on continual story and
audience engagement. We also had a venue that
seated a maximum of 25 and had to choose between
overheating with the windows shut or battling the
noise from the train station immediately behind us.
But that’s what makes the Fringe so much fun.
There’s no knowing what your venue is like until you
get there on the first night and then it’s a case of
solving any problems on the spot. It’s a constantly
shifting and unpredictable scene that I don’t think
you ever really get the hang of.
In 2017 I also performed as part of a musical standup duo, which was different from anything I had ever
attempted before. We had performed the set once,
three months prior to the Fringe, and had decided to
change and add songs an hour before we were due
to go on stage and yet, we pulled it off.

There’s something about the Fringe that takes away
stage nerves or embarrassment, or at least it does for
me. The atmosphere across the whole city is one of
supportive welcomeness and wherever you are, there’s
always someone who’ll be willing to help you out.
That’s not to say there aren’t hecklers now and then.
We had a particularly entertaining run in with someone
called Conseula that is a story for another time, but
anything that goes mildly wrong doesn’t seem to
matter.
You become swept up in the mad chaos of flyering,
performing and trying to see as many shows as
possible before you leave.
I would recommend that everyone spends at least a
weekend in Edinburgh during the Fringe, and soaks up
all the incredible talent that’s on display.
And anybody given the opportunity to perform should
grab it with both hands because it’s truly an experience
of a lifetime.
I have made friends for life by performing at the Fringe
and it has given me a great deal more confidence and
passion for my craft.
And if you do go to the Fringe. Please remember to
take the flyers.

It’s an incredibly supportive organisation that puts
the needs and interests of the performers first, and
I’m so grateful to them for giving us the
opportunity to perform in fantastic venues across
Edinburgh.
The Fringe Festival was created to be a celebration
of all performers, regardless of their level of fame
and available funds. The Free Fringe keeps that
vision and sense of openness alive and it’s
genuinely my favourite part of the festival.
My two experiences of the Fringe were different
largely because of the nature of the festival itself.
In 2015, we
found ourselves
performing to
sell-out
audiences of 60
people in a
venue right
beside that of
comedian Paul
Foot (right).
In true Fringe
style, we ended a particularly successful show by
meeting up with Paul at his show and playing
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HOMER’S SENSE OF
HUMOUR WILL BE MISSED
AS HE BOWS OUT AFTER
39 YEARS

Martin Homer has had a long, fulfilling and varied teaching career at Felsted.
Joel Garner takes a look back at his time at the school
In typically impish fashion when I asked Martin
Homer whether we could interview him
following his retirement from Felsted this
summer, he commented that he was more than
happy for me to run his “obit” in The Old
Felstedian.

Here was a man who taught well and wisely, who
hated red tape and heavy-handed bureaucracy,
who always saw the funny side in everything and
yet understood the challenges of his charges and
acted with sympathy, care, understanding and
support towards them.

A witty response, a clever aside, a fast pun, it is
Martin’s humour that he will be most
remembered for by OFs and his Common Room
colleagues. This witty turn of phrase was evident
earlier this year when he gave a clever and
humorous eulogy for the dearly departed Henry
Maitland, who he assisted at Stocks’s for nearly
10 years.

“Year in year out, they (the pupils) astound us
with their capacity to perform – in the classroom,
on the sports field, on stage and in the field and
with their resilience in the face of the harsh
lessons life lands in their laps,” he says.

Those of us who remember Stocks’s in the 1980s
know that we had the dream team in charge,
Henry and Marian Maitland at the top and Martin
as assistant. Why? Well we were always treated
with fairness, compassion and understanding.
Yes, if we stepped out of line we would be
punished suitably, but there was never anything
malicious, vindictive or cruel.

It is these qualities of understanding and empathy
that make Martin stand out in his profession and
why he has had such a long, varied and enjoyable
career in the “Felsted bubble” as he describes it.

Stocks’s, under this triumvirate was content and
comfortable with itself and with that came great
success, certainly on the sports field anyway. The
duty of care shown by those in charge was
largely responsible for this.
As well as his sense of humour, Martin will also
be remembered fondly for his generous
understanding and sympathy he felt for his
students. When interviewed by The Felstedian
earlier this year and asked how he would like to
be thought of, he wrote this poem.

Speak of me as I am: nothing extenuate,
Nor set down aught in malice: then must you speak
Of one that taught quite wisely, sometimes well;
Of one not easily anger’d, but perplexed
By red tape in th’extreme; of one whose tongue,
Like Eric Morecambe, threw a word away
Wittier than all his wealth; of one whose heart,
Forever opened to the melting mood,
Dripped sympathy wherever need did grow
Yet saw a funny side in everything.

been wonderful to be able
“to It’s
champion genuine education
in an era obsessed with targets
and accountability…

”
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“So long as we continue to view each as an
individual and to respond to his or her needs, I feel
we are doing the most important part of our job.”

His career in teaching and at Felsted was certainly
a lot longer than he expected, given that he had no
burning desire to be a teacher. Having taken his
Certificate in Education he landed a one-year job at
Felsted teaching French and German in 1978
replacing someone who was abroad. At the end of
that year, he was asked to stay on to replace an
English teacher who had left under a cloud, and
since then he has never left, bar a two-year
exchange in Australia and a whole year sabbatical
when he gave up being head of English.
In the intervening 39 years he taught just about
every subject on the curriculum, was head of
drama for a decade, assistant housemaster in
Stocks’s for as long, head of English for 13 years,
head of Theory of Knowledge in 2006 and in 2012
became director of the International Baccalaureate
(IB), a role he continued until he retired, and of
which he says: “It’s been wonderful to be able to
champion genuine education in an era obsessed
with targets and accountability.”
A willingness for colleagues to work across
disciplines is fundamental to its success, he says.
“While there are plenty of frustrations with the
IB’s administration, there is admiration for its
educational aims and ethos.
“It is not surprising that increasingly universities
and employers in this country and elsewhere are
actively recruiting IB students.”
It is the constant and new challenges that he has
embraced at Felsted that has kept him “fresh and
alert”.
As does variety and Martin’s contribution to
pupils’ broader education cannot be underestimated. He coached and refereed rugby for 30
years, cricket teams for 35 years, ran the sub-aqua
activity club, the Sixth Form Club and edited The
Felstedian for three years. He had enormous
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finally Table Manners, by Alan Ayckbourn, which
sold out for 10 performances out of 12 – no mean
feat in such a competitive arena.
“These and other plays would have been
impossible without the goodwill and enthusiasm
– not to say talent – of many students,” he adds.
There are too many pupils to mention that have
benefited from his thoughtful direction and for the
opportunity he provided them with to express
themselves on stage without constraint.

Martin Homer with Stocks’s House, 1998 (second row, far right)

Those privileged to perform on the Fringe will
always remain in his memory, he adds. “You don’t
devote your summer holiday to two weeks of
intensive rehearsal followed by two weeks of
sharing living, breathing, eating and performing
without forming a rather special bond.”
As well as drama, Martin has enjoyed his
involvement in the musical life of the school from
playing in the orchestra for a production of The
Pirates of Penzance to performing madrigals from
the tower on May Day morning with The Twenty,
and singing evensong in many of the great
cathedrals with the Prep School choir.

Common Room v the Cromwell Club, 1982

…Martin has devoted
a considerable amount of
time to drama at Felsted…
numbers of tutees, worked within the careers
department as a university liaison officer, set up
and ran various societies such as the Fringe
Society, the Shakespeare Society and the Albion
Society, and in more recent years, has been
attached in some shape or form to every house
apart from Thorne.
Appropriately in an issue devoted to the arts, he
has devoted a considerable amount of time to
drama at Felsted, putting on many plays himself,
directing some and writing others.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 1985

tackled the thorny issue of teenage binge-drinking.
“There was considerable opposition at the time to
this from various housemasters, but I think that
the end-result proved that the play deserved to be
put on,” he says.
“The production of After the Rain which
inaugurated the Hunt Theatre was obviously
memorable, and sadly also tragically so, since two
of the cast were later killed in a car crash, weeks
before completing their A levels.”
He also mentions three trips with students to
perform on the Edinburgh Fringe – first, a
production of The Servant, directed by David
Graham-Young, then a double-bill of Pinter’s The
Room and Ionesco’s The Bald Prima Donna, and

“I will always remember A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, which was my first production as head of
drama,” he says.
Others stick in his memory, Guys and Dolls “was
hugely enjoyable” and there were the open air
productions in the Bury Gardens of As You Like It,
The Good Woman of Sezuan, Ring Round the Moon
and Verses Versus Curses, which he describes as
his “rather scurrilous adaptation of a play by
Aristophanes, possibly fortunate to be rained off
on two of the three scheduled nights of
performance”.
There was also a play written in conjunction
with three students called Bacchus to Win, which

Martin and Anne Homer

During his long association with the school he met
and married his wife Anne in 2000 and is grateful
for the school’s generosity towards him and Anne.
She also found work at Felsted taking on the role
of Chemistry technician in 2004.
“Felsted gave my wife the opportunity to work in
what she considers an ideal job for her particular
talents and abilities – so between us, we’ve now
notched up over 50 years at the school,” he says.
As for now, they have retired to France, Anne’s
native country, living in the Ariège, which is in the
low Pyrenees.
“We have several plans and many good intentions.
It remains to be seen how many of these get
beyond the drawing board.”
What abiding memories does Martin leave Felsted
with? “Like any school, Felsted has its drawbacks,
and some years have been easier than others, but
generally, it has been a warm and friendly place
and I really have no regrets at having lived so long
in the ‘bubble’,” he says.
He points specifically to umpiring cricket on the
Front, or the Colts pitch, or indeed watching a
tense finish from the other side of the Chequers’
wall, which he describes as a unique experience.
“The annual phenomenon of the House Shout is
another,” he adds, but it is mostly the friendship
and support of his many colleagues “who I am
proud to call friends” that sticks in his mind.
“And the readiness of so many former students to
keep in touch, which suggests that some of the
time, I may have been doing something right,”
he adds.
I am sure I speak for the many students and OFs,
who experienced Martin’s generous and warm
spirit, that he got much right and if he didn’t get
it right, then he definitely would have seen the
funny side of it.
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FACES AND PLACES
FELSTED POLO MATCH

Felsted took on Bishop’s Stortford College
in a special alumni polo match at Silver
Leys Polo Club on 21 May. It was a closely
fought game of high-quality polo with the
opposition scoring in the final minutes to
win 3-2. OFs Grant Polkinghorne (hc08-13),
Will Almond (e03-05), Olivia Houlder (fg9707), Will Hopkins (ac09-11) and current
parent Alex Rayner made a great team and
provided spectators with some thrilling
skills to watch. The next match is scheduled
to take place on 20 May, 2018.

SOCIETY DRINKS PARTY AT THE FARMERS CLUB
OFs enjoyed catching up at the OF Society’s
Summer Drinks party at The Farmers Club in
London on 22 June. OF Society Chairman
Michael Yeatts (e76-81) hosted the night and
highlighted the value of the thriving
partnership between the OF Society and the
school. Headmaster Chris Townsend provided
an update on the past year at Felsted and the
excellent achievements of current Felstedians.
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25th ANNIVERSARY SUMMER REUNION

SCHOOL WIN ANNUAL
OF HOCKEY MATCH
It was fantastic to welcome back
OFs to Felsted on 19 March for
the annual hockey match
against the school. The 1st XI
team ended the season with a
4-3 win over the old boys.

OFs who left Felsted in 1992 gathered together for a special
25th Anniversary Reunion on 10 June. It was a great fun-filled
family day in the
Bury Gardens with
activities for
children and a
relaxed BBQ lunch.
Guests enjoyed
being shown
around their old
houses by current
students and
reminiscing over
school photos.

2016 LEAVERS REUNION AT SPARKLE SEVENS

TRIBUTE TO YPRES FALLEN

A special one-year-out reunion for 2016 leavers was organised on 10 September at the Sparkle Sevens Tournament.
The afternoon provided a great opportunity to catch up with friends, watch some competitive rugby and enjoy a
couple of free drinks at the bar. The second charity tournament raised £8,000 in aid of the Sparkle Foundation.

History students, staff and representatives from the
OF Society were privileged to attend a special
remembrance service at St George’s Memorial Church
in Ypres, Belgium on 10 June. The group paid tribute
to those that died in World War One by dedicating a
plaque in memory of the 259 OFs and staff who gave
their lives in the Great War, including 36 at the
Somme and 49 at Ypres. A group of Felsted students
read out the names of those that lost their lives at
Ypres in a poignant moment.

OF NEWS
FANTASTIC SUPPORT FOR
U18 RUGBY TEAM AT ALLIANZ PARK

ROBINS CELEBRATE 50 YEARS WITH CRICKET MATCH,
BBQ AND DINNER AT LORD’S

Felsted’s 1st XV rugby team narrowly missed out on a
place in the national final after losing to Warwick
School 17 points to 30 in the U18 NatWest Cup semifinal on 4 March at the Saracen’s ground, Allianz Park.
Support from the Felsted community of parents, OFs
and families was outstanding and a pre-match lunch in
the Players’ Lounge was organised in partnership with
the OF Society.

A series of special events marked the 50th anniversary
of the Felsted Robins Cricket Club. In a competitive
cricket match on 14 July, the club claimed victory over
the Headmasters’ XI on The Front, winning by a total of
34 runs. Over 80 guests then stayed into the evening
to enjoy a BBQ in Stephenson’s Garden, hosted by
Headmaster Chris Townsend. The club also held a sold
out dinner in the Committee Dining Room at Lord’s
Cricket Ground on 20 October. Guests enjoyed
celebrating the milestone alongside club founder John
Cockett, who was also a former master in charge of
cricket at Felsted for over 30 years, and guest of
honour former England cricketer, OF and MCC Head of
Cricket John Stephenson (fa74-83).

MATTHEW SPACIE WELCOMED BACK TO SPEECH DAY

OFs RETURN FOR INTERNATIONAL DINNER
OFs Cherry Chen (b00-03) and Natalie Skacelova
(b01-03) returned to Felsted for an International Dinner
in January. They met with students during the
afternoon and then gave an inspiring talk at the dinner,
celebrating their time at Felsted and explaining what
they have been doing since leaving the school. Both
studied at the London School of Economics with Cherry
a qualified accountant and Natalie a lawyer.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT – 15 YEARS AND COUNTING
OFs Graham Appleyard (b82-87), Simon Bastin
(b82-87), James Percival (b82-87), Richard MorleyJacob (b81-86), Hugo Sellers (h82-86) and Toby Sellers
(h78-83) returned to the school on 11 June to play
against the current 1st VI Boys’ tennis team. They have
been organising this fixture on the grass courts at
Felsted for an incredible 15 years!

OF Matthew Spacie (d83-85) was the guest of honour
at Felsted’s Speech Day on 30 June. Matthew, who was
a former student in Mont’s, is chief executive of the
Magic Bus, one of Felsted’s core charities. The link
between Felsted and Magic Bus has encouraged many
Felsted students and OFs to find out and take part in
the charity’s work. Magic Bus has grown exponentially
over the last 18 years and Matthew spoke about the
importance of working in collaboration with others for
your efforts to flourish.

GIRLS’ HOCKEY TEAM REACH
NATIONAL FINALS
Felsted’s U19 girls finished
second in the country in the
SMILE ISHC National Final on
16 March at the Olympic Park
Stadium. Despite a fantastic
battle and unbeatable support
from over 300 fans from the
Felsted community, the girls lost
out to a strong Millfield side.
The side was coached by OF
Loren Willis (fg96-06), director
of girls’ sport at Felsted.

ANDREW FOSTER TENNIS PAVILION OPENING
The reopening of the Andrew Foster Tennis Pavilion took place at the annual mixed doubles tennis tournament on
18 June. The pavilion was refurbished by an enthusiastic group of parents and staff led by Director of Tennis Roslyn
Marriott-Cox. OF Andrew Foster (fd56-66) was a prodigious sportsman whilst at Felsted playing 1st XV rugby and
captaining hockey, squash and tennis. Heartbreakingly, he was diagnosed with cancer whilst at the school and died
on Christmas Day 1966 in the year he left Felsted. His family built the pavilion in 1967 in his memory and 50 years
on it proved an emotional moment when the pavilion was reopened by Andrew’s brother, OF and former chairman
of trustees at Felsted, Martin Foster (d58-63) and his sister Jane.
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Battle of Britain flying hero dies
Squadron leader Nigel Rose (b32-35) passed away on 10 September, aged 99. The Felsted
educated pilot was credited with at least three “kills” and at the height of the battle
was flying three or four sorties a day.
“One got a helluva kick out of it,” he recalled.
“The smell of cordite, the machine guns going
all at the same time.”

The Battle of Britain was to change Rose’s life in
ways beyond war. Love blossomed, in those
heady summer weeks of 1940, after he met
Pamela Anding, whose father was in the Indian
Civil Service, at a dance at a squash club close to
his base. Destined to move on with the squadron,
he realised that he had better propose to her by
the battle’s end. They were married in 1941, and
had a daughter, Barbara.

Stuart Nigel Rose was born in Newcastle upon
Tyne on 21 June, 1918, the son of Thomas, an
engineer who designed military vehicles, and
his wife, Ruth. He was the youngest of three
brothers. His elder siblings, Peter and Tony,
joined the RAF, but did not become pilots.
After leaving school Rose began a degree in
engineering at London University, but changed his
mind and did not graduate. When war broke out
in 1939 he had done 87 flying hours in the RAF
Volunteer Reserve (RAFVR). He completed his
training and was commissioned a pilot officer on
June 18, 1940.
Shortly after his squadron, No 602, flew in on
August 13, 1940, for duties on the south coast of
England.
Of his first engagement with a Messerschmitt, he
said: “I got white smoke out of him, and he turned
on his back and went down.”
The quietly spoken, courteous former pupil of
Stocks’s House at Felsted School bore no hatred
towards the crews of the aircraft. “Maybe it was
because I had a German girlfriend before the war,”
he mused. “Possibly her brother and I were
potting away at each other.”

Already coolly observant as a trainee surveyor
before joining the RAFVR in December 1938, Rose
noted of his adversaries: “The Me110s had a
rather cunning device of going into a circle if they
were being attacked… you were a fool if you
followed one” – because the next in the circle
would go for any British aircraft giving chase.
That enemy circle nearly finished Rose off. At
16,000ft over the Channel, he remembered a bang
and “the cockpit got in an awful mess…I got
badly shot up”.
With his Spitfire entering a steep dive, he
released his straps, pushed back the canopy and
positioned himself to bale out. At about 8,000ft
the nose levelled up and he decided, despite
having no flaps and no brakes, to try to make it to
Westhampnett, three or four miles away. “I jolly
nearly hit the far hedge,” he recalled about his
touchdown.

As Barbara Erskine she became a bestselling
writer of thrillers and novels on historical and
supernatural themes.
Rose, a man who, friends said, possessed
“enormous charm”, loved history, novels and
poetry. He drew fine pencil portraits, painted in
watercolour and taught himself to play Chopin
on his clavichord.
Having resumed his surveying career after the
war he qualified in 1948 as a chartered quantity
surveyor and would eventually run his own
business, Nigel Rose and Partners.
His skills as a pilot remained with him. On his
90th birthday he took over with relish the
controls of a dual-seater Spitfire as soon as he
and his co-pilot were aloft and out of sight.
I Extracts of this article first appeared in
The Times, 18 September 2017.

HIGHLY DECORATED WARTIME PILOT LEONARD RATCLIFF
The Old Felstedian would like to make special mention of Wing Commander Leonard
Ratcliff (fb28-36) who died last year.
Ratcliff was an experienced bomber pilot and
instructor, who flew many special missions for
the secret No 161 Squadron transporting
supplies and agents into Europe.
He successfully completed many sorties into
occupied Europe and ended the war as one of the
RAF’s most decorated special duties pilots. He
was awarded the Distinguished Service Order,
the Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC) and a bar to
his DFC in December 1943. His efforts were also
recognised in France, where he was decorated
with the Croix de Guerre and the Legion
d’Honneur.
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Leonard Fitch Ratcliff was born at Maldon, Essex,
on 27 July 1919. He joined the RAF Volunteer
Reserve in June 1939 and trained as a pilot.
After the war Ratcliff settled in Essex. He was a
successful grain merchant, gradually expanding
his business before becoming a director of
Spillers.
Ratcliff was appointed High Sheriff of Essex in
1988 and he made a major contribution to the life
of Halstead. He was a founder member of the
Halstead Rotary Club, which he supported all
his life.

Ratcliff married Betty Stewart in 1939, who died
before him. He is survived by his second wife,
Dorothy, and three sons and a daughter from his
first marriage.
He died on 1 April, 2016 aged 96.
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HEAD OF GEOGRAPHY AND
CAREERS MASTER DIES
Christopher Helme Gregory was born in
Hampstead and brought up in Barnet,
north London where his father was a
methodist minister.
He was educated at Charterhouse and joined
the army after leaving in 1943 but was
invalided out in 1944. He then took his first
teaching post at a prep school in Kirkby
Lonsdale, south Cumbria before reading geography at
Clare College, Cambridge (1945-48).
After graduating he taught on Vancouver Island,
Canada (1948-50), but returned to London on his
father’s death, joining Rank Religious Films, founded by
his father with his friend J Arthur Rank.
In 1952 Christopher joined Felsted, becoming head of
geography, assistant housemaster of Mont’s and
careers master, including opening the school’s first
careers room.
He also led Felsted’s scout troop, involving annual
camps in Wales or Jersey. I recall a wet week in Wales
on the River Usk where the farmer’s field was cleared of
ferns in return for its use. Christopher was also an
enthusiastic participant in school and local plays.
In 1958 Christopher married Shirley Johnson, a teacher
at Felsted Prep School. The Gregorys’ sons Simon, Hugh
and Ben were born when the family was at Felsted.
In the 1950s Felsted only offered geography to O level
and the lower sixth form. I had been ejected from Harry
Guest’s A level French course for repeated delta marks
and had wanted to take A level geography.
Christopher generously agreed to sacrifice two
academic years of Thursday evenings to tutor me at
their home, Shirley kindly providing tasty snacks. An A

level pass and entry to
Oxford to read geography
achieved, one satisfying
result was the introduction
of Felsted’s A level
geography course plus the
recruitment of a second
geography specialist,
Henry Maitland.
In 1967 Christopher was
appointed headmaster of
Dartmouth Academy in
Nova Scotia, Canada
where daughter Julia was born in 1969.
The Gregorys returned to London in 1971, Christopher
becoming eastern secretary of the Independent
Schools’ Careers Organisation (now called Inspiring
Futures).
He then became ISCO’s north west secretary when the
family moved to Kentmere near Kendal in the Lake
District, to their lovely old cottage, acquired before
going to Canada.
Christopher retired from ISCO in 1992, but then worked
with the GAP organisation, visiting schools in northwest England to promote gap year benefits before
finally retiring in 1994.
In 2014 Christopher and Shirley moved to nearby
Staveley when their Kentmere house became too
much. It was at Kentmere Church on 25 June, among
many friends, where Christopher collapsed and died,
aged 93.
He was a much devoted family man and an inspiration
to many including myself. I would like to thank his wife
Shirley for her help writing this article, as well as being
grateful to her and Christopher for their interest and
hospitality over many decades of friendship, originally
forged at Felsted.

Robert Clark (c55-60)

TALENTED COUNTERTENOR TAKEN EARLY
Christopher Giles Pilgrim
Morris (fb77-84) died from a
brain tumour aged just 50.
He was a popular countertenor
with a beautiful voice who spent
most of his time singing English
and European cathedral
repertoire from the 17th and
18th Centuries.
Morris was often found singing
in London church choirs, such as
Grosvenor Chapel, Mayfair, St Paul’s Church,
Knightsbridge, St George’s, Hanover Square, the Wren
Chapel at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, and the Guards
Chapel, Wellington Barracks.
Oratorios by Hubert Parry and Edward Elgar were
among his favourite concert pieces, although he also
gave assured performances in works such as Benjamin
Britten’s ‘Rejoice in the Lamb’ and Leonard Bernstein’s
‘Chichester Psalms’.
Later he sang a lot of cathedral music, appearing in
concerts with ensembles such as the Gabrieli Consort

and alongside soloists such as the
soprano Emma Kirkby.
He was a treble chorister at
Felsted School and at the
suggestion of Roger Lawrence,
director of music, began singing
countertenor at the age of 16. He
started singing professionally
while studying history at Westfield
College, University of London.
He was a dapper, well-dressed
and hospitable host who enjoyed entertaining with his
wife, the soprano Louise Prickett, whom he married in
2013 and who survives him.
His tumour was discovered in 2016, although he
continued to sing. On one occasion, only days after
brain surgery, he took part in a concert at Westminster
Cathedral wearing a black biretta over his wound and
squinting through the corner of his eye to read the
music.
Christopher Giles Pilgrim Morris was born August 23
1966, and died peacefully on 13 July 2017.

We sadly report the following
deaths notified to us in 2017
ADLER, John James MBE JP (e49-53)
ALLISON, Julian Philip (c49-52)
ALSTON (née Austin), Annette Lucie (m71-73)
BARKER, Christopher James (fe56-65)
BISHOP, Andrew Paul JP (b71-76)
CARTER, Humphrey Arthur (fb53-61)
CROUCH, Raymond (fe31-40)
DAVIES, Benjamin Rhys (fe94-01)
DAVIS, Adrian James Walker (a69-72)
DAY, Joseph Gilfrid (b40-41)
DENNISON, Arthur James Nicholas (d54-58)
DEVESON, Patrick Charles Samuel (f36-40)
DEW, Michael Lewis (c48-52)
GARTON, Thomas Willoughby (g43-47)
GILL, Lieutenant Colonel
Peter Hempson OBE (g50-51)
GRAY, Richard Michael (fb44-54)
HAIR, Terence Gordon (e71-75)
HARRIS, David Alexander (e60-64)
HARVEY, John Alan (fb49-57)
HUDSON, Donald Lionel Thomas (g49-53)
HUNTRODS, Vernon Guy CBE (f32-36)
JOBLING, Richard Ernest Crosbie (fg25-32)
KNAGGS, Frank Aylesbury (b51-56)
KNOX, Peter Dennis (b44-48)
LESLIE, David Godfrey (e47-52)
LOFTS, Charles Duncan (d39-41)
LOWNDES, Matthew Robert (g49-54)
MALONE, Michael Charles Doyle (c45-50)
MARSTON, Dr Michael Sidney (d46-50)
MARSTON, Major Philip Langton (fa41-47)
McINTYRE, Stuart John (e44-49)
MITCHELL, David Bruce (e49-54)
MORGAN, John Richard (d40-44)
MORRIS, Christopher Giles Pilgrim (fb77-84)
NEIL, John Alister (d54-58)
OLINK, Willem Jan (c50-54)
PAGE, John Herbert (fa37-42)
PARRY, John Hindley (a54-58)
PIPE, Michael Wilgress Minty (g46-49)
ROSE, Stuart Nigel (b32-35)
SEWELL, David John (c58-63)
SKIRTON (née Rose), Emma Audrey (fg99-05)
SMYTH, Stewart Anthony (d47-50)
STEVENS, Michael Roger John (g53-58)
TOWNROW, James MBE (fa27-35)
TREDGETT, Cameron Wesley (f01-10)
TREHEARNE, Edward Brian Geoffrey (d35-39)
TURRALL-CLARKE,
Robert Beaumont Facer (a51-55)
WILKINSON,
Major Richard Ditmas MBE (a35-40)

Former common room
GODFREY, Peter (1946-47)
GREGORY, Christopher Helme (1952-67)
MAITLAND, Henry Knight (1961-94)
Please visit felsted.org/obituaries for more
information and to read full obituaries
of some of the OFs who have died this year.
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Felsted Robins
celebrates its
half century
The Felsted Robins, the Old
Felstedian cricket club,
celebrated its 50th
anniversary this year. Rob
Short (fec94-08) explores the
history of the club, how it got its
unusual name and its future

INSPIRATIONAL TEACHER, GEOGRAPHER AND STORYTELLER
Henry Knight Maitland, who died on 1 January, was an inveterate enthusiast and the
ultimate gentleman. Able to engage in lively conversation with anyone and everyone, he
will be remembered as a talented but self-effacing team player, an inspiring teacher, a
raconteur par excellence and a loving friend and family man.
Henry was born on 5 September 1933, the fourth child of Dr Charles Maitland and his wife, Joyce, and
raised in Gerrards Cross with his siblings Joan, Esme and Allan.
Passionate about sport from an early age, he developed his hockey, tennis and soccer skills at
Gayhurst, Bradfield and finally Clare College, Cambridge. He turned being slight of stature to a distinct
advantage, outwitting the opposition by being nimble, shrewd and creative.
His Cambridge degree was in geography, French and theology but it was on the hockey pitch that he
excelled. He played for Scotland whilst still at Cambridge, winning more than 35 caps and an Olympic
trial and captained his national side in 1964.
Henry’s first teaching post was at Magdalen College School, Oxford. In 1961, he started his long and
illustrious career at Felsted School, where he became head of geography, housemaster, hockey coach
and second master. In 1965, he took a two year sabbatical to teach in Vancouver, enlivening the local
“Jokers” hockey team with whom he toured Mexico and South America.
Back in Felsted in 1973, Henry married Marian, whom he had first met when she captained the Oxford
University Women’s hockey team. They brought up their two children, Justine and Chris while
successfully running Stocks’s boarding house for 15 years.
As head of geography, he enthused and inspired generations of Felsted boys and girls with his love of
the subject and through legendary field trips. Known to be a fair disciplinarian, he used humour and
wit to gain the utmost respect of pupils and staff alike. He dedicated over 30 years to Felsted before
retiring in 1994.
During retirement, Henry re-found golf and developed his love of choral music, singing with four
choirs.
In 2008 he met Gill Blenkinsop, also widowed, with whom he shared his many interests, travelling
across six continents including Antarctica.
Henry always had a zest for life. He was never happier than when surrounded by his family, including
his five grandchildren, Eleanor, Charlie, Freddie, Tara and Una, or his close friends, enthusing about
the wonders of the natural world and entertaining everyone with lively and non-stop storytelling.
Henry Knight Maitland, born 5 September 1933, died 1 January 2017, aged 83.
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The formations of the Robins came in 1967
through the determined effort of four old boys
and one member of staff.
Nigel Chapman, OF and committed supporter of
the Robins as its secretary for 16 years, wrote to
Jamie Keep, Roger Luckin (who played 20 times
for Essex CCC), Martin Foster and John Cockett,
the then master in charge of cricket.
Chapman wanted to ensure that Felsted did not
miss out of having representation when the
Cricketer Cup was increased to 32 teams, and
identified the need for a formal club, rather than
the arrangement that had sufficed to date.
Keep, one of Chapman’s collaborators, had over
the years organised a number of games each
summer against village sides across the county.
Cockett, demonstrating his passion for both
cricket and Felsted, also ran a cricket week of
fixtures for OFs, topped up with some members
of staff and friends.
Clearly, if Felsted intended to enter the Cricketer
Cup, something needed to be done. The upshot of
Chapman’s letter was the agreement to form an
Old Felstedian cricket club. They eschewed the
obvious name ‘Old Felstedian Cricket Club’,
Chapman states in his fantastic book on amateur
cricket, preferring to find a name which was
more ‘enigmatic’.
Cockett’s XI, which he assembled during his
cricket week, had since 1961 been named the
Robins, after his son. The five pioneers of the
club agreed that this would be the perfect name
for their newly formed team – and so the Felsted
Robins were born.

OF SPORT

One of the founders, however, is pleased that
this appears to be a problem of the past.
“Looking back over the years I suppose the club’s
success in various games has rather depended on
the match manager getting the right people
signed up to play early on and being organised.
The club seems to have a good grip on this now
and a huge amount happens in the background
before every match, which must be
acknowledged” says Cockett.

In 1969, they were granted access to the expanded
Cricketer Cup, the pinnacle of old boys’ cricket.
Nigel Gadsby, the current president of the Robins,
is clear that the most important part of the club’s
fixture list is the Cricketer Cup.

England players (Nick Knight, Derek Pringle and
John Stephenson) have been available and played
at times,” commented Gadsby.

The competition, still played between 32 public
schools across the country, represents the
highlight of the summer. Despite a memorable
victory in their first-ever fixture in 1969 (the
Robins defended 129 against Charterhouse Friars,
backed by a vociferous crowd on the Front), the
intervening years have been lean in terms of
success.

The furthest the team has progressed in the
competition is the semi-finals. Indeed, the editor
of The Old Felstedian, Joel Garner, recalls losing a
semi-final fixture against Tonbridge, who have
won the competition on many occasions. “Two
English swing bowlers were on the pitch that
day, Pringle for us and Richard Ellison for
Tonbridge, which I think demonstrates the
quality of the cricket played in the
competition.”

“This is a competition we are yet to win, which is
disappointing given the fact that all three star

So what of the future? The difficulty for old boys’
cricket has always been organisation of players.

Gadsby is also positive. “The club itself is going
through a renaissance in that numbers are up,
possibly due to a strong connection with the
school and its director of cricket, Jason Gallian.
The school continues to perform well on the
cricket field, so the future looks positive and with
a strong committee in place there is clear
ambition at all levels.”
Over the years, the club has seen a number of
minor county, county and international
cricketers pass through its ranks. Stars such as
Pringle, Knight and Stephenson have played
alongside other old boys, all united by the
common factor of having attended Felsted.
Clearly one of the attractions of the club is
encapsulated by the prospect of playing
alongside and against star cricketers and on the
fabulous cricket ground that is the Front at
Felsted.

FELSTED ROBINS REACH SECOND
ROUND OF CRICKETER CUP
The Robins won their first round match in the
Cricketer Cup this summer, beating Radley
Rangers by 165 runs on 11 June. The team was
captained by former Hampshire captain and
England batsman John Stephenson.
The team sadly lost its second round match
against Old Bedfordians on 25 June, whose
excellent form with the bat resulted in the
Robins being beaten by seven wickets.

Left to right: John Stephenson (fa74-83), Derek Pringle (e74-77), John Cockett, Nick Knight (fb78-88)
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GOLFERS JUST MISS OUT ON NORFOLK FINALS IN GRAFTON MORRISH
by OFGS President Stuart Mott

ALDEBURGH
Scratch Cup:
James Stammers
Handicap Cup: Phil Graham

It was – not for the first time – a year of what
might have been in the OF Golf Society’s team
events. In the Grafton Morrish qualifiers we
missed out on a place in the Norfolk finals by one
point. This was bitterly disappointing but we
will, of course, return in 2018 determined to put
it right.
In the Halford Hewitt we found ourselves up
against a strong Haileybury side that went on to
reach the last eight. Even so, we were on top for
much of the match, but couldn’t convert
advantage into victory. A solid win from the
pairing of society captain Phil Graham and
debutant Henry Hichens was most encouraging.
In the Halford Hewitt Prince’s Plate competition
we defeated perennial favourites Malvern in the
first round before, unluckily, coming across
Merchant Taylors (the eventual winners) in the
second. A little more momentum and a touch of
luck and we would be at the next level. We will
continue to battle hard.
In the Mellin, we welcomed Sandy Dunlop back
into our playing ranks after an interval of a mere
35 years. He and Tim Chetwood were an unbeaten
pairing as we reached the Mellin Plate semi-final.
Defending our title in the Essex Public Schools
Foursomes a late change of date left us a couple of
players’ short. Captain Graham and Richard
Salmon, head of development and alumni
relations at Felsted School, came up with the
wonderful idea of inviting two current pupils to
play for us. Thus, Jem Salmon and James
Woodmore made their society debuts. We did not
successfully defend the title, but two young men
now know a lot more about us.

Winners of the OFGS trophies:

SAFFRON WALDEN
Handicap Cup: Tom Simpson
WEST SUSSEX
Handicap Cup: Patrick Laverty

OF golfers at Gosfield Lake Golf Club

We are delighted to report that the OF team,
captained by Tim Platts (fe90-99), wrestled the
Claret Jug from the grasp of the students with a
fine win in the annual triangular tournament
between OFs, Common Room and pupils held
this year at Gosfield Golf Club on 23 April.
The society’s meetings were all well attended
and provided an excellent day’s entertainment.
Thanks go to Tim Hedin for organising the
Aldeburgh meeting, Oliver Stocken for West
Sussex and Dudley Simpson for Saffron Walden
and Moor Park. We owe a lot to Dudley who
continues to do so much for the society and
plays a huge part in its activities.
The friendly matches against Deal, Bancroft’s,
Brentwood, Chigwell, Forest and Framlingham
were kindly organised by Messrs Robson,
Houlder, Mott, Keys, Dadd and Skinner. These
matches, which are played off handicap, are
enjoyable and combine competitive golf with
strong social content.
We are fortunate in having a wonderful fixture
list played on some great courses. If you would
like to take part please email me at
stuart.mott@ntlworld.com.

MOOR PARK
Handicap Cup: Howard Machin

100 years of rugby
at Felsted
This year marks the centenary of rugby being
played as a major sport at Felsted. The sport,
which was famously created at Rugby School
in 1823 when William Webb Ellis picked up
the ball in a football match, had been steadily
spreading throughout public schools but had
not reached a critical mass at Felsted until the
early 20th Century.
OF Major Thomas Storey (b1917-19) explained
how the change came about at Felsted in his
book A Life in Two Parts.
He described a pupil vote in the summer term
of 1917 to determine whether the school
should move from soccer to rugby as its main
sport in the winter, alongside hockey.
The answer was positive and from September
1917, Felsted was playing rugby. A new
fixture list took time to get in place but by
December, The Felstedian magazine noted:
“The change from soccer to rugger has been
an unqualified success”.
By 1919 rugby was fully established at Felsted
with the 1st XV playing eight matches that
year.
Rugby has gone from strength to strength
since then with the school forming a
partnership with Championship-winning
Saracens Rugby Club in 2015.

Felsted rugby team, 1917
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OF Golf Society at the Halford Hewitt

Thank you to all those who have contributed
pictures to this edition of The Old Felstedian

